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ON THE CALOGERO MODEL WITH NEGATIVEHARMONIC TERM�C. Gonera, M. Majewski and P. Ma±lankaTheoretial Physis Department II, University of �ód¹Pomorska 149/153, 90-236 �ód¹, Poland(Reeived Deember 14, 1998)The Calogero model with negative harmoni term is shown to be equiv-alent to the set of negative harmoni osillators. Two time-independentanonial transformations relating both models are onstruted: one basedon the reent results onerning quantum Calogero model and one obtainedfrom dynamial sL(2;R) algebra. The two-partile ase is disussed in somedetail.PACS numbers: 02.60.Lj 1. IntrodutionIt has been shown reently [1℄ that the quantum Calogero model [2℄ anbe transformed by a similarity transformation into the set of noninteratingharmoni osillators. It is also known [3, 4℄ that the Calogero�Moser model(i.e. the model with purely inverse square interation) is equivalent to theset of free partiles, both on lassial and quantum levels.In the present paper we show that the �inverted� lassial Calogeromodel, i.e. the model obtained from the Calogero model by hanging thesign of the osillator term is equivalent to the set of inverted harmoni os-illators. The equivalene is proven by onstruting, more or less expliitly,the relevant time-independent anonial transformation.Two anonial transformations doing the job are presented. First, weonstrut the lassial ounterpart of the similarity transformation proposedin Ref. [1℄. It is easy to hek that for the inverted ase this transformationis unitary whih, in lassial ase, orresponds to real anonial transforma-tion. In Setion 3 an alternative mapping is presented whih is based onsL(2;R) dynamial algebra of rational Calogero model. In order to showthat they are really di�erent transformation we onsider in some detail the� Supported by KBN grant 2 P03B 076 10.(925)



926 C. Gonera, M. Majewski, P. Ma±lankaN = 2 ase. Both mappings are here onstruted expliitly whih makestheir inequivalene transparent.2. Equivalene of the modelsLet us start with �inverted� Calogero model desribed by the HamiltonianHC = Xi �p2i2 � !2q2i2 �+ g2Xi 6=j 1(qi � qj)2 : (1)In order to get rid of the last term on the right hand side we performthree suessive anonial transformations.(i) First we put qi = q0i ;pi = p0i + !q0i : (2)This is a anonial transformation and transforms HC intoHC = Xi p02i2 + g2Xi 6=j 1(q0i � q0j)2 + !Xi q0ip0i : (3)(ii) Next, onsider the one-parameter family of anonial tramsformationsof the formq0i(�) = e��HCM(q00;p00) � q00i � q00i + �fq00i ;HCM(q00; p00)g+ : : : ;p0i(�) = e��HCM(q00;p00) � p00i � p00i + �fp00i ;HCM(q00; p00)g+ : : : ; (4)where HCM is Calogero�Moser HamiltonianHCM(q; p; ) = Xi p2i2 + g2Xi 6=j 1(qi � qj)2 : (5)Atually, Eq. (4) desribes the dynamis of Calogero�Moser model, �playing the role of time variable. It is easy to hek that the hioe � = � 12!gives e 12!HCM(q00;p00) � HCM(q00; p00) + !Xi q00i p00i! = !Xi q00i p00i : (6)



On the Calogero Model with Negative Harmoni Term 927Therefore, as a seond anonial transformation we takeq0i = e 12!HCM(q00;p00) � q00i ;p0i = e 12!HCM(q00;p00) � p00i (7)implying HC = !Xi q00i p00i : (8)(iii) Finally, let q00i = 1p2(Qi + 1!Pi) ;p00i = 1p2(Pi � !Qi) ; (9)so that !Xi q00i p00i = Xi �P 2i2 � !2Q2i2 � : (10)The transformation (q; p)! (Q;P ) given by the omposition of (i)�(iii)redues �inverted� Calogero model to the inverted harmoni osillator.3. An alternative formulationIt is well known that the rational Calogero model posses dynamialsL(2;R) symmetry. In fat, de�neT+ � 1! 0�Xi p2i2 + g2Xi 6=j 1(qi � qj)21A ;T� � !Xi q2i2 ;T0 � 12Xi qipi ; (11)where ! is a �xed, nonzero but otherwise arbitrary, frequeny. The relevantPoisson braket read fT0; T�g = �T� ;fT+; T�g = �2T0 : (12)



928 C. Gonera, M. Majewski, P. Ma±lankaDe�ne T1 = 12(T+ + T�) ;T2 = 12(T+ � T�) ;T3 = iT0 ; (13)the ommutation rules (12) take the formfTi; Tjg = i"ijkTk : (14)Consider now the anonial transformationqi(�) = e�T1(q0;p0) � q0i ;pi(�) = e�T1(q0;p0) � p0i ; (15)then T2(q(�); p(�)) = e�T1(q0;p0) � T2(q0; p0) ;= T2(q0; p0) os �+ T3(q0; p0) sin� : (16)Therefore, puting qi = e�2 T1(q00;p00) � q00i ;pi = e�2 T1(q00;p00) � p00i ; (17)one obtains T2(q; p) = T3(q00; p00) : (18)Let us de�ne ~Ti = Ti(g = 0) : (19)Then T3 = ~T3 and the transformationq00i = e��2 ~T1(Q;P ) �Qi ;p00i = e��2 ~T1(Q;P ) � Pi (20)onverts ~T3 = T3 into ~T2, ~T2(P;Q) = ~T3(q00:p00) : (21)



On the Calogero Model with Negative Harmoni Term 929Composing the mappings (17) and (20) one gets �nallyHC = Xi �P 2i2 � !2Q2i2 � : (22)The anonial transformation (20), written out expliitly, readsq00i = 1p2(Qi � 1!Pi) ;p00i = 1p2(Pi + !Qi) ; (23)and oinides with Eq. (9).4. The N = 2 aseIn Setions 2 and 3 we de�ned two anonial transformations reduingthe inverted Calogero Hamiltonian to dilatation. However, we still do notknow whether these are di�erent transformations or two forms of the sametransformation. To show that they are really di�erent it is su�ient to on-sider the N = 2 ase. Separating the enter of mass and relative oordinatesX = 12(q1 + q2); � = p1 + p2 ;q = q1 � q2; p = 12(p1 � p2) ; (24)and ignoring the former we getHC = p2 + g=q2 � !24 q2 : (25)The transformations desribed in Setions 2 and 3 an be given expliitly.In partiular, from Eqs. (2) and (7) one getsq = sgn(q00)rg + (q00p00 �E=!)2E ;p = sgn(q00) (q00p00 �E=!)q g+(q00p00�E=!)2E + sgn(q00)!2rg + (q00p00 �E=!)2E ;E = p002 + g=q002 : (26)We easily hek that
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p2 + g=q2 � !24 q2 = !q00p00 (27)as it should be.On the other hand Eq. (17) takes the formq = sgn(q00)r2E!2 � 2q00p00! ;p = sgn(q00)(!q002=2�E=!)q2E!2 � 2q00p00! ;E = p002 + g=q002 + !24 q002 : (28)Again one easily veri�es that the Eq. (27) holds. By omparying Eqs. (26)and (28) we onlude that the transformations desribed in Setions 2 and 3are really di�erent. REFERENCES[1℄ N. Gurappa, P.K. Panigrahi, preprint ond-mat/9710035; A. Nishino,U. Ujino, M. Wadati, preprint ond-mat/9803284.[2℄ F. Calogero, J. Math. Phys. 12, 419 (1971).[3℄ A.P. Polyhronakos, Nul. Phys. B324, 597 (1989).[4℄ T. Brzezi«ski, C. Gonera, P. Ma±lanka, preprint hep-th/9810176, to be pub-lished in Phys. Lett. A.


